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Abstract  For centuries, music has been shared and remem- 

bered by two traditions: aural transmission and in the form 

of written documents normally called musical scores. Many 

of these scores exist in the form of unpublished manuscripts 

and hence they are in danger of being lost through the nor- 

mal ravages of time. To preserve the music requires some 

form of typesetting or, ideally, a computer system that can 

automatically decode the symbolic images and create new 

scores. Programs analogous to optical character recognition 

systems  called  optical  music  recognition  (OMR)  systems 

have been under intensive development for many years. 

How- ever, the results to date are far from ideal. Each of the 

pro- posed  methods  emphasizes  different  properties  and  

there- fore makes it difficult to effectively evaluate its 

competitive advantages. This article provides an overview of 

the litera- ture concerning the automatic analysis of images 

of printed and  handwritten  musical  scores.  For  self-

containment  and for the benefit of the reader, an 

introduction to OMR pro- cessing systems precedes the 

literature overview. The fol- lowing study presents a 

reference scheme for any researcher 
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1 Introduction 

 
The musical score is the primary artifact for the transmis- 

sion  of  musical  expression  for  non-aural  traditions.  Over 

the centuries, musical scores have evolved dramatically in 

both symbolic content and quality of presentation. The ap- 

pearance of musical typographical systems in the late 19th 

century and, more recently, the emergence of very sophis- 

ticated computer music manuscript editing and page-layout 

systems,  illustrate  the  continuous  absorption  of  new  tech- 

nologies into systems for the creation of musical scores and 

parts. Until quite recently, most composers of all genres – 

film, theater, concert, sacred music – continued to use the 

traditional “pen and paper” finding manual input to be the 

most  efficient.  Early  computer  music  typesetting  software 

developed in the 1970’s and 1980’s produced excellent out- 

put but was awkward to use. Even the introduction of data 

entry from musical keyboard (MIDI piano for example) pro- 

vided only a partial solution to the rather slow keyboard and 

mouse GUI’s. There are many scores and parts still being 

“hand written”. Thus, the demand for a robust and accurate 

Optical Music Recognition (OMR) system remains. 

Digitization has been commonly used as a possible tool 

for preservation, offering easy duplications, distribution, and 

digital processing. However, a machine-readable symbolic 

format from the music scores is needed to facilitate opera- 

tions such as search, retrieval and analysis. The manual tran- 

scription of music scores into an appropriate digital format is 

very time consuming. The development of general image 

processing methods for object recognition has contributed



 
 
 
 
 

to the development of several important algorithms for op- 

tical music recognition. These algorithms have been central 

to the development of systems to recognize and encode mu- 

sic symbols for a direct transformation of sheet music into a 

machine-readable symbolic format. 

The research field of OMR began with Pruslin [75] and 

Prerau [73] and, since then, has undergone much important 

advancements.  Several  surveys  and  summaries  have  been 

presented to the scientific community: Kassler [53] reviewed 

two of the first dissertations on OMR, Blostein and Baird [9] 

published an overview of OMR systems developed between 

1966 and 1992, Bainbridge and Bell [3] published a generic 

framework  for  OMR  (subsequently  adopted  by  many  re- 

searchers in this field), and both Homenda [47] and Rebelo 

et al. [83] presented pattern recognition studies applied to 

music notation. Jones et al. [51] presented a study in mu- sic 

imaging, which included digitalization, recognition and 

restoration, and also provided a well detailed list of hard- 

ware and software in OMR together with an evaluation of 

three OMR systems. 

Access to low-cost flat-bed digitizers during the late 

1980’s contributed to an expansion of OMR research 

activities. Sev- eral  commercial  OMR  software  have  

appeared,  but  none with a satisfactory performance in terms 

of precision and ro- bustness, in particular for handwritten 

music scores [6]. Un- 

til now, even the most advanced recognition products includ- 

ing Notescan in Nightingale1, Midiscan in Finale2, Photo- 

score in Sibelius3 and others such as Smartscore4 and Sharp- 

eye5, cannot identify all musical symbols. Furthermore, these 

products are focused primarily on recognition of typeset and 

printed music documents and while they can produce quite 

good results for these documents, they do not perform very 

well with hand-written music. The bi-dimensional structure 

of musical notation revealed by the presence of the staff lines 

alongside the existence of several combined symbols orga- 

nized around the noteheads poses a high level of complexity 

in the OMR task. 

In this paper, we survey the relevant methods and mod- 

els  in  the  literature  for  the  optical  recognition  of  musical 

scores. We address only offline methods (page-based imag- 

ing approaches); although the current proliferation of small 

electronic devices with increasing computation power, such 

as tablets, smartphones, may increase the interest in online 

methods, these are out of the scope of this paper. In subsec- 

tion 1.1 of this introductory section a description of a typi- 

cal architecture of an OMR system is given. Subsection 1.2, 

which addresses the principal properties of the music sym- 

bols, completes this introduction. The image preprocessing 

 
1   http://www.ngale.com/. 
2   http://www.finalemusic.com/. 
3   http://www.neuratron.com/photoscore.htm. 
4   http://www.musitek.com/. 
5   http://www.music-scanning.com/. 

stage is addressed in Section 2. Several procedures are usu- 

ally applied to the input image to increase the performance of 

the subsequent steps. In sections 3 and 4, a study of the state 

of the art for the music symbol detection and recog- nition  is  

presented.  Algorithms  for  detection  and  removal of staff 

lines are also presented. An overview of the works done in 

the fields of musical notation construction and final 

representation of the music document is made in Section 5. 

Existing standard datasets and performance evaluation pro- 

tocols are presented in Section 6. Section 7 states the open 

issues in handwritten music scores and the future trends in 

the OMR using this type of scores. Section 8 concludes this 

paper. 

 

 
1.1 OMR Architecture 

 
Breaking down the problem of transforming a music score 

into a graphical music-publishing file in simpler operations is 

a common but complex task. This is consensual among most 

authors that work in the field. In this paper we use the 

framework outlined in [83]. 

The main objectives of an OMR system are the recogni- 

tion, the representation and the storage of musical scores in a 

machine-readable format. An OMR program should thus be 

able to recognize the musical content and make the se- mantic 

analysis of each musical symbol of a music work. In the end, 

all the musical information should be saved in an output 

format that is easily readable by a computer. 

A  typical  framework  for  the  automatic  recognition  of 

a  set  of  music  sheets  encompasses  four  main  stages  (see 

Fig. 1): 
 

1.  image preprocessing; 

2.  recognition of musical symbols; 

3.  reconstruction of the musical information in order to 

build a logical description of musical notation; 

4.  construction  of  a  musical  notation  model  to  be  

repre- sented as a symbolic description of the musical 

sheet. 
 

For each of the stages described above, different meth- 

ods exist to perform the respective task. 

In the image preprocessing stage, several techniques – 

e.g. enhancement, binarization, noise removal, blurring, de- 

skewing – can be applied to the music score in order to make 

the recognition process more robust and efficient. The refer- 

ence lengths staff line thickness (staffline height) and ver- 

tical line distance within the same staff (staffspace height) are  

often  computed,  providing  the  basic  scale  for  relative size 

comparisons (Fig. 5). 

The output of the image preprocessing stage constitutes 

the input for the next stage, the recognition of musical sym- 

bols.  This  is  typically  further  subdivided  into  three  parts: 

(1) staff line detection and removal, to obtain an image con- 

taining only the musical symbols; (2) symbol primitive seg-



 
 
 
 
 
 

mentation; and (3) symbol recognition. In this last stage the 

classifiers usually receive raw pixels as input features. How- 

ever, some works also consider higher-level features, such as 

information about the connected components or the ori- 

entation of the symbol.
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Fig. 1  Typical architecture of an OMR processing system.



 
 
 
 
 

Classifiers are built by taking a set of labeled examples of 

music  symbols  and  randomly  split  them  into  training  and 

test sets. The best parameterization for each model is nor- 

mally found based on a cross validation scheme conducted 

on the training set. 

The third and fourth stages (musical notation reconstruc- 

tion  and  final  representation  construction)  can  be  intrinsi- 

cally  intertwined.  In  the  stage  of  musical  notation  recon- 

struction, the symbol primitives are merged to form musi- cal 

symbols. In this step, graphical and syntactic rules are used 

to introduce context information to validate and solve 

ambiguities from the previous module (music symbol recog- 

nition). Detected symbols are interpreted and assigned a mu- 

sical meaning. In the fourth and final stage (final representa- 

tion construction), a format of musical description is created 

with the previously produced information. The system out- 

put is a graphical music-publishing file, like MIDI or Mu- 

sicXML. 

Some authors use several algorithms to perform different 

tasks in each stage, such as using an algorithm for detecting 

noteheads and a different one for detecting the stems. For 

example,  Byrd  and  Schindele  [13]  and  Knopke  and  Byrd 

[55]  use  a  voting  system  with  a  comparison  algorithm  

in order to merge the best features of several OMR 

algorithms in order to produce better results. 
 
 

1.2 Properties of the musical symbols 

 
Music notation emerged from the combined and prolonged 

efforts  of  many  musicians.  They  all  hoped  to  express  

the essence of their musical ideas by written symbols [80]. 

Mu- sic notation is a kind of alphabet, shaped by a general 

con- sensus  of  opinion,  used  to  express  ways  of  

interpreting  a musical  passage.  It  is  the  visual  

manifestation  of  interre- lated properties of musical sound 

such as pitch, dynamics, time,  and  timbre.  Symbols  

indicating  the  choice  of  tones, their duration, and the way 

they are performed, are impor- tant  because  they  form  this  

written  language  that  we  call music notation [81]. In Table 

1, we present some common Western music notation 

symbols. 

Improvements and variations in existing symbols, or the 

creation on new ones, came about as it was found necessary 

to introduce a new instrumental technique, expression or ar- 

ticulation. New musical symbols are still being introduced in 

modern music scores, to specify a certain technique or ges- 

ture. Other symbols, especially those that emerged from ex- 

tended techniques, are already accepted and known by many 

musicians (e.g. microtonal notation) but are still not avail- 

able in common music notation software. Musical notation is 

thus very extensive if we consider all the existing possi- 

bilities and their variations. 

Moreover,  the  wider  variability  of  the  objects  (in  size 

and shape), found on handwritten music scores, makes the 

operation of music symbols extraction one of the most com- 

plex and difficult in an OMR system. Publishing variability 

in handwritten scores is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this example, 

we can see that for the same clef symbol and beam symbol 

we may have different thicknesses and shapes. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2  Variability in handwritten music scores. 
 
 
 
 
2 Image Preprocessing 

 
The music scores processed by the state-of-art algorithms, 

described in the following sections, are mostly written in a 

standard modern notation (from the 20th century). However, 

there are also some methods proposed for 16th and 17th cen- 

tury printed music. Fig. 3 shows typical music scores used for 

the development and testing of algorithms in the scien- tific  

literature.  In  most  of  the  proposed  works,  the  music 

sheets were scanned at a resolution of 300 dpi [45, 64, 34, 

89, 55, 26, 17, 83, 37]. Other resolutions were also consid- 

ered: 600 dpi [87, 56] or 400dpi [76, 96]. No studies have 

been carried out in order to evaluate the dependency of the 

proposed methods on other resolution values, thus restrict- 

ing the quality of the objects presented in the music scores, 

and consequently the performance of all OMR algorithms. 

In digital image processing, as in all signal processing 

systems,  different  techniques  can  be  applied  to  the  input, 

making it ready for the detection steps. The motivation is to  

obtain  a  more  robust  and  efficient  recognition  process. 

Enhancement [45], binarization (e.g. [41, 45, 64, 34, 17, 43, 

98]), noise removal (e.g. [41, 45, 96, 98]), blurring [45], de- 

skewing (e.g. [41, 45, 64, 34, 98]) and morphological oper- 

ations [45] are the most common techniques for preprocess- 

ing music scores. 

 
 
2.1 Binarization 

 
Almost all OMR systems start with a binarization process. 

This means that the digitalized image must be analyzed, in 

order to determine what is useful (the objects, being the mu- 

sic  symbols  and  staves)  and  what  is  not  (the  background, 

noise). To make binarization an automatic process, many al- 

gorithms have been proposed in the past, with different suc- 

cess rates, depending on the problem at hand. Binarization



 
 
 
 
 
 

Symbols                                Description 

 

                       Staff: An arrangement of parallel lines, together with the spaces between them. 
 

 
 

Treble, Alto and Bass clef: The first symbols that appear at the beginning of every music staff and tell 

us which note is found on each line or space. 
 

 
 

Sharp, Flat and Natural: The signs that are placed before the note to designate changes in sounding pitch. 

 

 
Beams: Used to connect notes in note-groups; they demonstrate the metrical and the rhythmic divi- 

sions. 

 
 

Staccato, Staccatissimo, Dynamic, Tenuto, Marcato, Stopped note, Harmonic and Fermata: Sym- bols 

for special or exaggerated stress upon any beat, or portion of a beat. 
 

 

          Quarter, Half, Eighth, Sixteenth, Thirty-second and Sixty-fourth notes: The Quarter note (closed 
notehead) and Half note (open notehead) symbols indicate a pitch and the relative time duration of the 

musical sound. Flags (e.g. Eighth note) are employed to indicate the relative time values of the notes 

with closed noteheads. 

 
 

Quarter, Eighth, Sixteenth, Thirty-second and Sixty-fourth rests: These indicate the exact duration of 

silence in the music; each note value has its corresponding rest sign; the written position of a rest between 

two barlines is determined by its location in the meter. 

 
                         Ties and Slurs: Ties are a notational device used to prolong the time value of a written note into the 

following beat. The tie appears to be identical to slur, however, while tie almost touches the notehead 

centre, the slur is set somewhat above or below the notehead. Ties are normally employed to join the 

time value of two notes of identical pitch; Slurs affect note-groups as entities indicating that the two 

notes are to be played in one physical stroke, without a break between them. 

 

                     Mordent and Turn: Ornaments symbols that modify the pitch pattern of individual notes. 

 
Table 1  Music notation. 

 

has the big virtue in OMR of facilitating the following tasks 

by  reducing  the  amount  of  information  they  need  to  pro- 

cess. In turn, this results in higher computational efficiency 

(more important in the past than nowadays) and eases the de- 

sign of models to tackle the OMR task. It has been easier to 

propose algorithm for line detection, symbol segmentation 

and recognition in binary images than in grayscale or colour 

images. This approach is also supported by the typical bi- 

nary  nature  of  music  scores.  Usually,  the  author  does  

not aim to portray information in the colour; it is more a 

conse- quence of the writing or of the digitalization process. 

How- ever, since binarization often introduces artifacts, it is 

not clear the advantages of binarization in the complete OMR 

process. 

Burgoyne et al. [11] and Pugin et al. [77] presented a 

comparative evaluation of image binarization algorithms ap- 

plied to 16th-century music scores. Both works used Arus- 

pix, a software application for OMR which provides symbol- 

level recall and precision rate to measure the performance of  

different  binarization  procedures.  In  [11]  they  worked 

with  a  set  of  8000  images.  The  best  result  was  obtained 

with  the  Brink  and  Pendock  [10]’s  method.  The  adaptive 

algorithm  with  the  highest  ranking  was  Gatos  et  al.  [42]. 

Nonetheless, the binarization of the music score still need at- 

tention with researchers invariably using standard binariza- 

tion procedures, such as the Otsu’s method (e.g. [45, 76, 17, 

83]). The development of binarization methods specific to 

music scores potentially shows performances that are bet-



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)  Modern music notation.                                                                                    (b)  Early music notation. 

 
Fig. 3  Some examples of music scores used in the state-of-art algorithms. (a) from Rebelo [81, Fig.4.4a)].) 

 

 

ter than the generic counterparts’, and leverages the perfor- 

mance of subsequent operations [72]. 

The  fine-grained  categorization  of  existing  techniques 

presented  in  Fig.  4  follows  the  survey  in  [92],  where  

the classes were chosen according to the information 

extracted from the image pixels. Despite this labelling the 

categories are essentially organized into two main topics: 

global and adaptive thresholds. 

Global thresholding methods apply one threshold to the 

entire  image.  Ng  and  Boyle  [66]  and  Ng  et  al.  [68]  

have adopted the technique developed by Ridler and Calvard 

[86]. This iterative method achieves the final threshold 

through an average of two sample means (T  = (µb  + µ f )/2). 

Initially, a global threshold value is selected for the entire 

image and then  a  mean  is  computed  for  the  background  

pixels  (µb) and for the foreground pixels (µ f ). The process is 

repeated based on the new threshold computed from µb  and 

µ f , un- til the threshold value does not change any more. 

According to [101, 102], Otsu’s procedure is ranked as the 

best and the fastest of these methods [70]. In the OMR field, 

several re- search works have used this technique [45, 76, 17, 

83, 98]. 

In adaptive binarization methods, a threshold is assigned 

to each pixel using local information from the image. Con- 

sequently, the global thresholding techniques can extract ob- 

jects  from  uniform  backgrounds  at  a  high  speed,  whereas 

the local thresholding methods can eliminate dynamic back- 

grounds although with a longer processing time. One of the 

most used method is Niblack [69]’s method which uses the 

mean and the standard deviation of the pixel’s vicinity as 

local  information  for  the  threshold  decision.  The  research 

work carried out by [96, 36, 37] applied this technique to 

their OMR procedures. 

Only recently the domain knowledge has been used at the 

binarization stage in the OMR area. The work presented in 

[72] proposes a new binarization method which not only 

uses the raw pixel information, but also considers the im- age 

content. The process extracts content related informa- tion 

from the grayscale image, the staff line thickness (staff- line 

height) and the vertical line distance within the same staff 

(staffspace height), to guide the binarization procedure. The 

binarization algorithm was designed to maximize the number 

of pairs of consecutive runs summing staffline height 

+ staffspace height. The authors suggest that this maximiza- 

tion increases the quality of the binarized lines and conse- 

quently the subsequent operations in the OMR system. 

Until now Pinto et al. [72] seems to be the only thresh- 

old method that uses content of gray-level images of music 

scores deliberately to perform the binarization. 
 

 
 
2.2 Reference lengths 

 
In the presence of a binary image most OMR algorithms rely 

on an estimation of the staff line thickness and the distance 

that separates two consecutive staff lines – see Fig. 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  5  The  characteristic  page  dimensions  of  staffline height  and 

staffspace height. From Cardoso and Rebelo [15]. 
 
 
 

Further processing can be performed based on these val- 

ues and be independent of some predetermined magic num- 

bers. The use of fixed threshold numbers, as found in other
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Fig. 4   Landscape of automated thresholding methods. From Pinto et al. [72, Fig.1]. 
 

areas, causes systems to become inflexible, making it more 

difficult for them to adapt to new and unexpected situations. 

The well-known run-length encoding (RLE), which is a 

very simple form of data compression in which runs of data 

are represented as a single data value and count, is often used 

to determine these reference values (e.g. [41, 89, 26, 17, 32]) 

– other technique can be found in [98]. In a binary image, 

used here as input for the recognition process, there are only 

two values: one and zero. In such a case, the run-length cod- 

ing is even more compact, because only the lengths of the 

runs are needed. For example, the sequence {1 1 0 1 1 1 0 

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1} can be coded 

as 2, 1, 3, 2, 4, 2, 4, 1, 5, 2, 6, assuming that 1 starts a 

sequence (if a sequence starts with a 0, the length of zero 

would  be  used).  By  encoding  each  column  of  a  digitized 

score using RLE, the most common black-run represents the 

staffline height and the most common white-run represents 

the staffspace height. 

Nonetheless, there are music scores with high levels of 

noise, not only because of the low quality of the original pa- 

per in which it is written, but also because of the artifacts 

introduced during digitalization and binarization. These as- 

pects  make  the  results  unsatisfactory,  impairing  the  qual- 

ity of subsequent operations. Fig. 6 illustrates this problem. 

For  this  music  score,  we  have  pale  staff  lines  that  broke 

up  during  binarization  providing  the  conventional  estima- 

tion staffline height = 1 and staffspace height = 1 (the true 

values are staffline height = 5 and staffspace height = 19). 

The work suggested by Cardoso and Rebelo [15], which 

encouraged the work proposed in [72], presents a more ro- 

bust estimation of the sum of staffline height and staffspace - 

height by finding the most common sum of two consecutive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)  Original music score #17. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b)  Score binarized with Otsu’s method. 

 
Fig. 6  Example of an image where the estimation of staffline height and 

staffspace height by vertical runs fails. From Cardoso and Rebelo [15, 

Fig.2]. 
 

 
 
vertical runs (either black run followed by white run or the 

reverse). The process is illustrated in Fig. 7. In this manner, to 

reliably estimate staffline height and staffspace height val- 

ues, the algorithm starts by computing the 2D histogram of the 

pairs of consecutive vertical runs and afterwards it se- lects 

the most common pair for which the sum of the runs equals 

staffline height + staffspace height. 

 
 
3 Staff Line Detection and Removal 

 
Staff line detection and removal are fundamental stages in 

many optical music recognition systems. The reason to de- 

tect and remove the staff lines lies on the need to isolate the
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Fujinaga [41] incorporates a set of image processing 

tech- niques in the algorithm, including run-length coding 

(RLC), connected-component  analysis,  and  projections.  

After  ap- plying the RLC to find the thickness of staff lines 

and the space between the staff lines, any vertical black run 

that is more than twice the staff line height is removed from 

the original. Then, the connected components are scanned in 

or- der to eliminate any component whose width is less than 

the

Fig.   7  Illustration   of   the   estimation   of   the   reference   value 

staffline height    and    staffspace height    using    a    single    column. 

From Pinto et al. [72, Fig.2]. 
 

 
 
 

musical symbols for a more efficient and correct detection of 

each symbol present in the score. Notwithstanding, there are 

authors who suggested algorithms without the need to 

remove the staff lines [68, 5, 58, 45, 93, 76, 7]. In here, the 

decision is between simplification to facilitate the following 

tasks with the risk of introducing noise. For instance, sym- 

bols are often broken in this process, or bits of lines that are 

not removed are interpreted as part of symbols or new sym- 

bols. The issue will always be related to the preservation of 

as much information as possible for the next task, with the 

risk of increasing computational demand and the difficulty of 

modelling the data. 

Staff detection is complicated due to a variety of reasons. 

Although the task of detecting and removing staff lines is 

completed fairly accurately in some OMR systems, it still 

represents a challenge. The distorted staff lines are a com- 

mon problem in both printed and handwritten scores. The 

staff lines are often not straight or horizontal (due to wrin- 

kles or poor digitization), and in some cases hardly parallel 

to each other. Moreover, most of these works are old, which 

means that the quality of the paper and ink has decreased 

severely.  Another  interesting  setting  is  the  common  mod- 

ern case where music notation is handwritten on paper with 

preprinted staff lines. 

The simplest approach consists of finding local maxima 

on the horizontal projection of the black pixels of the image 

[41, 79]. Assuming straight and horizontal lines, these lo- cal 

maxima represent line positions. Several horizontal pro- 

jections can be made with different image rotation angles, 

keeping the image where the local maximum is higher. This 

eliminates the assumption that the lines are always horizon- 

tal. Miyao and Nakano [62] uses Hough Transform to detect 

staff lines. An alternative strategy for identifying staff lines 

is to use vertical scan lines [18]. This process is based on a 

Line Adjacency Graph (LAG). LAG searches for potential 

sections of lines: sections that satisfy criteria related to as- 

pect ratio, connectedness and curvature. More recent works 

present  a  sophisticated  use  of  projection  techniques  com- 

bined in order to improve the basic approach [2, 5, 89, 7]. 

staff space height. After a global de-skewing, taller compo- 

nents, such as slurs and dynamic wedges are removed. 

Other techniques for finding staff lines include the group- 

ing  of  vertical  columns  based  on  their  spacing,  thickness 

and vertical position on the image [85], rule-based classifi- 

cation of thin horizontal line segments [60], and line tracing 

[73, 88, 98]. The methods proposed in [63, 95] operate on a 

set of staff segments, with methods for linking two segments 

horizontally and vertically and merging two overlapped seg- 

ments. Dutta et al. [32] proposed a similar but simpler pro- 

cedure than previous ones. The authors considered a staff line 

segment as an horizontal connection of vertical black runs 

with uniform height, and validating it using neighbor- ing 

properties. The work by Dalitz et al. [26] is an improve- ment 

on the methods of [63, 95]. 

In spite of the variety of methods available for staff lines 

detection, they all have some limitations. In particular, lines 

with some curvature or discontinuities are inadequately re- 

solved. The dash detector [57] is one of a few works that try 

to handle discontinuities. The dash detector is an algorithm 

that searches the image, pixel by pixel, finding black pixel 

regions that it classifies as stains or dashes. Then, it tries to 

unite the dashes to create lines. 

A  common  problem  to  all  the  above  mentioned  tech- 

niques is that they try to build staff lines from local infor- 

mation, without properly incorporating global information in 

the detection process. None of the methods tries to de- fine  a  

reasonable  process  from  the  intrinsic  properties  of staff 

lines, namely the fact that they are the only extensive black 

objects on the music score. Usually, the most interest- ing 

techniques arise when one defines the detection process as  

the  result  of  optimizing  some  global  function.  In  [17], 

the authors proposed a graph-theoretic framework where the 

staff line is the result of a global optimization problem. The 

new staff line detection algorithm suggests using the image 

as a graph, where the staff lines result as connected paths 

between the two lateral margins of the image. A staff line can 

be considered a connected path from the left side to the right 

side of the music score. As staff lines are almost the only  

extensive  black  objects  on  the  music  score,  the  path to 

look for is the shortest path between the two margins if paths  

(almost)  entirely  through  black  pixels  are  favoured. The 

performance was experimentally supported on two test sets 

adopted for the qualitative evaluation of the proposed 

method: the test set of 32 synthetic scores from [26], where



  
 
 
 
 

several known deformations were applied, and a set of 40 real 

handwritten scores, with ground truth obtained manu- ally. 
 
 

4 Symbol Segmentation and Recognition 

 
The extraction of music symbols is the operation following 

the staff line detection and removal. The segmentation pro- 

cess consists of locating and isolating the musical objects in 

order to identify them. In this stage, the major problems in  

obtaining  individual  meaningful  objects  are  caused  by 

printing and digitalization, as well as paper degradation over 

time. The complexity of this operation concerns not only the 

distortions inherent to staff lines, but also broken and over- 

lapping symbols, differences in sizes and shapes and zones 

of high density of symbols. The segmentation and classifi- 

cation process has been the object of study in the research 

community (e.g. [20, 5, 89, 100]). 

The most usual approach for symbol segmentation is a 

hierarchical  decomposition  of  the  music  image.  A  music 

sheet  is  first  analyzed  and  split  by  staffs  and  then  the  

el- ementary  graphic  symbols  are  extracted:  noteheads,  

rests, dots, stems, flags, etc. (e.g. [66, 85, 62, 20, 31, 45, 83, 

98]). Although in some approaches [83] noteheads are joined 

with stems and also with flags for the classification phase, in 

the segmentation step these symbols are considered to be 

sepa- rate objects. In this manner, different methods use 

equivalent concepts for primitive symbols. 

Usually, the primitive segmentation step is made along 

with the classification task [89, 100]; however there are ex- 

ceptions [41, 5, 7]. Mahoney [60] builds a set of candidates 

to one or more symbol types and then uses descriptors to se- 

lect the matching candidates. Carter [18] and Dan [28] use a 

LAG to extract symbols. The objects resulting from this 

operation are classified according to the bounding box size, 

the  number  and  organization  of  their  constituent  sections. 

Reed  and  Parker  [85]  also  uses  LAGs  to  detect  lines  

and curves. However, accidentals, rests and clefs are detected 

by a  character  profile  method,  which  is  a  function  that  

mea- sures the perpendicular distance of the object’s contour 

to reference  axis,  and  noteheads  are  recognized  by  

template matching. Other authors have chosen to apply 

projections to detect primitive symbols [74, 41, 5, 7]. The 

recognition is done using features extracted from the 

projection profiles. In [41], the k-nearest neighbor rule is 

used in the classifica- tion phase, while neural networks is the 

classifier selected in [66, 62, 5, 7]. Choudhury et al. [20] 

proposed the extrac- tion of symbol features, such as width, 

height, area, number of holes and low-order central moments, 

whereas Taubman [99] preferred to extract standard 

moments, centralized mo- ments, normalized moments and 

Hu moments. Both systems classify the music primitives 

using the k-nearest neighbor method. 

Randriamahefa et al. [79] proposed a structural method 

based on the construction of graphs for each symbol. These 

are isolated by using a region growing method and thinning. 

In [89] a fuzzy model supported on a robust symbol detec- 

tion and template matching was developed. This method is 

set to deal with uncertainty, flexibility and fuzziness at the 

level of the symbol. The segmentation process is addressed 

in  two  steps:  individual  analysis  of  musical  symbols  and 

fuzzy model. In the first step, the vertical segments are de- 

tected by a region growing method and template matching. 

The beams are then detected by a region growing algorithm 

and a modified Hough Transform. The remaining symbols 

are extracted again by template matching. As a result of this 

first step, three recognition hypotheses occur, and the fuzzy 

model is then used to make a consistent decision. 

Other techniques for extracting and classifying musical 

symbols  include  rule-based  systems  to  represent  the  mu- 

sical  information,  a  collection  of  processing  modules  that 

communicate by a common working memory [88] and pixel 

tracking with template matching [100].  Toyama et al. [100] 

check  for  coherence  in  the  primitive  symbols  detected  

by estimating overlapping positions. This evaluation is 

carried out using music writing rules. Cou¨asnon [22, 21] 

proposed a recognition process entirely controlled by 

grammar which formalizes the musical knowledge. 

Bainbridge [2] uses PRI- MELA (PRIMitive Expression 

LAnguage) language, which was  created  for  the  CANTOR  

(CANTerbury  Optical  mu- sic Recognition) system, in order 

to recognise primitive ob- jects. In [85] the segmentation 

process involves three stages: line  and  curves  detection  by  

LAGs,  accidentals,  rests  and clefs detection by a character 

profile method and noteheads recognition  by  template  

matching.  Forne´s  et  al.  [35]  pro- posed a classifier 

procedure for handwritten symbols using the Adaboost 

method with a Blurred Shape Model descrip- tor. 

It is worth mentioning that in some works, we assist to a 

new line of approaches that avoid the prior segmentation 

phase in favour of methods that simultaneously segment and 

recognize, thus segmenting through recognition. In  [76, 78] 

the segmentation task is based on Hidden Markov Models 

(HMMs).  This  process  performs  segmentation  and  classi- 

fication simultaneously. The extraction of features directly 

from the image frames has advantages. Particularly, it avoids 

the need to segment and track the objects of interest, a pro- 

cess  with  a  high  degree  of  difficulty  and  prone  to  errors. 

However, this work applied this technique only in very sim- 

ple  scores,  that  is,  scores  without  slurs  or  more  than  one 

symbol in the same column and staff. 

In [68] a framework based on a mathematical morpho- 

logical  approach  commonly  used  in  document  imaging  is 

proposed. The authors applied a skeletonization technique 

with an edge detection algorithm and a stroke direction oper- 

ation to segment the music score. Goecke [45] applies tem-



  
 
 
 
 

plate matching to extract musical symbols. In [99] the sym- 

bols are recognized using statistical moments. This way, the 

proposed  OMR  system  is  trained  with  strokes  of  musical 

symbols and a statistical moment is calculated for each one 

of them; the class for an unknown symbol is assigned based 

on the closest match. In [34] the authors start by using me- 

dian filters with a vertical structuring element to detect ver- 

tical lines. Then they apply a morphological opening using 

an elliptical structuring element to detect noteheads. The bar 

lines are detected considering its height and the absence of 

noteheads in its extremities. Clef symbols are extracted us- 

ing Zernike moments and Zoning, which code shapes based 

on the statistical distribution of points. Although a good per- 

formance was verified in the detection of these specific sym- 

bols, the authors did not extract the other symbols that were 

also present on a music score and are indispensable for a 

complete optical music recognition. In [83] the segmenta- 

tion of the objects is based on an hierarchical decomposi- tion 

of a music image. A music sheet is first analyzed and split by 

staffs. Subsequently, the connected components are 

identified. To extract only the symbols with appropriate size, 

the connected components detected in the previous step are 

selected. Since a bounding box of a connected component 

can contain multiple connected components, care is taken in  

order  to  avoid  duplicate  detections  or  failure  to  detect 

any  connected  component.  In  the  end,  all  music  symbols 

are extracted based on their shape. In [98] the symbols are 

extracted using a connected components process and small 

elements are removed based on their size and position on the 

score. The classifiers adopted were the kNN, the Maha- 

lanobis distance and the Fisher discriminant. 
 

Some studies were conducted in the music symbols clas- 

sification  phase,  more  precisely  the  comparison  of  results 

between different recognition algorithms. Homenda and 

Luck- ner [48] studied decision trees and clustering methods. 

The symbols were distorted by noise, printing defects, 

different fonts, skew and curvature of scanning. The study 

starts with the extraction of some symbols features. Five 

classes of mu- sic symbols were considered. Each class had 

300 symbols extracted  from  90  scores.  This  investigation  

encompassed two  different  classification  approaches:  

classification  with and  without  rejection.  In  the  later  case,  

every  symbol  be- longs  to  one  of  the  given  classes,  

while  in  the  classifica- tion  with  rejection,  not  every  

symbol  belongs  to  a  class. Thus, the classifier should 

decide if the symbol belongs to a given class or if it is an 

extraneous symbol and should not 

be classified. Rebelo et al. [83] carried out an investigation 

on four classification methods, namely Support Vector Ma- 

chines (SVMs), Neural Networks (NNs), Nearest Neighbour 

(kNN)  and  Hidden  Markov  Models.  The  performances  

of these methods were compared using both real and 

synthetic scores. The  real scores consisted  of a set  of 50  

handwrit- ten scores from 5 different musicians, previously 

binarized. 

The synthetic data set included 18 scores (considered to be 

ideal) from different publishers to which known deforma- 

tions have been applied: rotation and curvature. In total, 288 

images were generated from the 18 original scores. The full 

set of training patterns extracted from the database of scores 

was augmented with replicas of the existing patterns, trans- 

formed according to the elastic deformation technique [50]. 

Such  transformations  tried  to  introduce  robustness  in  the 

prediction regarding the known variability of symbols. Four- 

teen classes were considered with a total of 3222 handwrit- 

ten music symbols and 2521 printed music symbols. In the 

classification, the SVMs, NNs and kNN received raw pix- els 

as input features (a 400 feature vector, resulting from a 

20 × 20 pixel image); the HMM received higher level fea- 

tures, such as information about the connected components in 

a 30×150 pixel window. The SVMs attained the best per- 

formance while the HMMs had the worse result. The use of 

elastic deformations did not improve the performance of the 

classifiers. Three explanations for this outcome were sug- 

gested: the distortions created were not the most appropriate, 

the data set of symbols was already diverse, or the adopted 

features were not proper for this kind of variation. 

 
A more recent procedure for pattern recognition is the use 

of classifiers with a reject option [25, 46, 94]. The method 

integrates a confidence measure in the classification model in 

order to reject uncertain patterns, namely broken and touch- 

ing  symbols.  The  advantage  of  this  approach  is  the  

mini- mization of misclassification errors in the sense that it 

chooses not  to  classify  certain  symbols  (which  are  then  

manually processed). 

 
Lyrics recognition is also an important issue in the OMR 

field, since lyrics make the music document even more com- 

plex. In [12] techniques for lyric editor and lyric lines ex- 

traction were developed. After staff lines removal, the au- 

thors computed baselines for both lyrics and notes, stressing 

that baselines for lyrics would be highly curved and undu- 

lating. The baselines are extracted based on local minima of 

the connected components of the foreground pixels. This 

technique was tested on a set of 40 images from the Digital 

Image Archive of Medieval Music. In [44] an overview of 

existing solutions to recognize the lyrics in Christian music 

sheets is described. The authors stress the importance of as- 

sociating the lyrics with notes and melodic parts in order to 

provide more information to the recognition process. Res- 

olutions  for  page  segmentation,  character  recognition  and 

final representation of symbols are presented. 

 
Despite  the  number  of  techniques  already  available  

in the literature, research on improving symbol segmentation 

and recognition is still important and necessary. All OMR 

systems depend on this step.



  
 
 
 
 

5 Musical Notation Construction and Final 

Representation 
 

 
The final stage in a music notation construction engine is to 

extract the musical semantics from the graphically recog- 

nised shapes, and store them in a musical data structure. Es- 

sentially, this involves combining the graphically recognized 

musical features with the staff systems to produce a musi- cal 

data structure representing the meaning of the scanned 

image. This is accomplished by interpreting the spatial rela- 

tionships between the detected primitives found in the score. 

If we are dealing with optical character recognition (OCR) 

this  is  a  simple  task,  because  the  layout  is  predominantly 

one-dimensional.  However,  in  music  recognition,  the  lay- 

out is much more complex. The music is essentially two- 

dimensional, with pitch represented vertically and time hor- 

izontally. Consequently, positional information is extremely 

important. The same graphical shape can mean different 

things in different situations. For instance, to determine if a 

curved line between two notes is a slur or a tie, it is necessary 

to consider the pitch of the two notes. Moreover, musical 

rules involve a large number of symbols that can be spatially 

far from each other in the score. 
 

Several research works have suggested the introduction 

of the musical context in the OMR process by a formaliza- 

tion of musical knowledge using a grammar (e.g. [74, 73, 

24, 4, 85, 7]). The grammar rules can play an important role 

in music creation. They specify how the primitives are pro- 

cessed, how a valid musical event should be made, and even 

how graphical shapes should be segmented. Andronico and 

Ciampa [1] and Prerau [74] were pioneers in this area. One 

of Fujinaga’s first works focused on the characterization of 

music notation by means of a context-free and LL(k) gram- 

mar. Cou¨asnon [24, 23] also based their works on a gram- 

mar, which is essentially a description of the relations be- 

tween the graphical objects and a parser, which is the intro- 

duction of musical context with syntactic or semantic infor- 

mation. The author claims that this approach will reduce the 

risk of generating errors imposed during the symbols extrac- 

tion, using only very local information. The proposed gram- 

mar is implemented in λProlog, a higher dialect of Prolog 

with more expressive power, with semantic attributes con- 

nected to C  libraries for pattern recognition and decompo- 

sition. The grammar is directly implemented in λProlog us- 

ing Definite Clause Grammars (DCG’s) techniques. It has 

two levels of parsing: a graphical one corresponding to the 

physical level and a syntactic one corresponding to the logi- 

cal level. The parser structure is a list composed of segments 

(non-labeled) and connected components, which do not nec- 

essarily represent a symbol. The first step of the parser is the 

labeling process, the second is the error detection. Both op- 

erations are supported by the context introduced in the gram- 

mar. However, no statistical results are available for this sys- 

tem. 

Bainbridge [2] also implemented a grammar-based ap- 

proach using DCG’s to specify the relationships between the 

recognized musical shapes. This work describes the CAN- 

TOR system, which has been designed to be as general as 

possible  by  allowing  the  user  to  define  the  rules  that  de- 

scribe the music notation. Consequently, the system is read- 

ily adaptable to different publishing styles in Common Mu- 

sic  Notation  (CMN).  The  authors  argue  that  their  method 

overcame the complexity imposed in the parser development 

operation proposed in [24, 23]. CANTOR avoids such draw- 

backs by using a bag6  of tokens instead of using a list of to- 

kens. For instance, instead of getting a unique next symbol, 

the grammar can “request” a token, e.g. a notehead, from the 

bag, and if its position does not fit in with the current musi- 

cal feature that is being parsed, then the grammar can back- 

track and request the “next” notehead from the bag. To deal 

with complexity time, the process uses derivation trees of the 

assembled musical features during the parse execution. In a 

more recent work Bainbridge and Bell [4] incorporated a 

basic graph in CANTOR system according to each musi- cal 

feature’s position (x, y). The result is a lattice-like struc- ture 

of musical feature nodes that are linked horizontally and 

vertically. This final structure is the musical interpretation of 

the scanned image. Consequently, additional routines can be 

incorporated in the system to convert this graph into audio 

application files (such as MIDI and CSound) or music editor 

application files (such as Tilia or NIFF). 

Prerau [73] makes a distinction between notational gram- 

mars and higher-level grammars for music. While notation 

grammars allow the computer to recognize important music 

relationships  between  the  symbols,  the  higher-level  gram- 

mars deal with phrases and larger units of music. 

Other techniques to construct the musical notation are 

based  on  fusion  of  musical  rules  and  heuristics  (e.g.  [28, 

68, 31, 89]) and common parts on the row and column his- 

tograms for each pair of symbols [98]. Rossant and Bloch 

[89] proposed an optical music recognition (OMR) system 

with two stages: detection of the isolated objects and com- 

putation of hypotheses, both using low-level preprocessing, 

and  final  correct  decision  based  on  high-level  processing 

which  includes  contextual  information  and  music  writing 

rules.  In  the  graphical  consistency  (low-level  processing) 

stage,  the  purpose  is  to  compute  the  compatibility  degree 

between each object and all the surrounding objects, accord- 

ing to their classes. The graphical rules used by the authors 

were: 

–  Accidentals and notehead: an accidental is placed before 

a notehead and at same height. 
 

6   A bag is a one-dimensional data structure which is a cross between 

a list and a set; it is implemented in Prolog as a predicate that extracts 

elements from a list, with unrestricted backtracking.



  
 
 
 
 

–  Noteheads and dots: the dot is placed after or above a 

notehead in a variable distance. 

–  Between any other pair of symbols: they cannot over- 

lapped. 

 
 

In  the  syntactic  consistency  (high-level  processing)  stage, 

the  aim  is  to  introduce  rules  related  to  tonality,  acciden- 

tals,  and  meter.  Here,  the  key  signature  is  a  relevant  pa- 

rameter. This group of symbols is placed in the score as an 

ordered  sequence  of  accidentals  placed  just  after  the  clef. 

In  the  end,  the  score  meter  (number  of  beats  per  bar)  

is checked. In [65, 67, 68] the process is also based on a low- 

and high-level approaches to recognize music scores. Once 

again, the reconstruction of primitives is done using basic 

musical syntax. Therefore, extensive heuristics and musical 

rules are applied to reconfirm the recognition. After this op- 

eration, the correct detection of key and time signature be- 

comes crucial. They provide a global information about the 

music score that can be used to detect and correct possible 

recognition errors. The developed system also incorporates a  

module  to  output  the  result  into  a  expMIDI  (expressive 

MIDI) format. This was an attempt to surmount the limi- 

tations of MIDI for expressive symbols and other notations 

details, such as slurs and beaming information. 

More research works produced in the past use Abductive 

Constraint Logic Programming (ACLP) [33] and sorted lists 

that connect all inter-related symbols [20]. In [33] an ACLP 

5.1 Summary 

 
Most notation systems make it possible to import and export 

the final representation of a musical score for MIDI. How- 

ever, several other music encoding formats for music have 

been developed over the years – see Table 2. The used OMR 

systems are non-adaptive and consequently they do not im- 

prove their performance through usage. Studies have been 

carried out to overcome this limitation by merging multiple 

OMR  systems  [13,  55].  Nonetheless,  this  remains  a  chal- 

lenge. Furthermore, the results of the most OMR systems are 

only for the recognition of printed music scores. This is the 

major gap in state-of-the-art frameworks. With the exception 

for PhotoScore, which works with handwritten scores, most 

of them fail when the input image is highly degraded such as 

photocopies or documents with low-quality paper. The work 

developed in [14] is the beginning of a web-based system that 

will provide broad access to a wide corpus of handwrit- ten 

unpublished music encoded in digital format. The sys- tem 

includes an OMR engine integrated with an archiving system 

and a user-friendly interface for searching, browsing and 

editing. The output of digitized scores is stored in Mu- 

sicXML which is a recent and expanding music interchange 

format designed for notation, analysis, retrieval, and perfor- 

mance applications. 

 

 
Software and Program      Output File 

a

system,  which  integrates  into  a  single  framework  
Abduc-

 
SmartScore Finale, MIDI, NIFF, PDF

 

tive Logic Programming (ALP) and Constraint Logic pro- 

gramming (CLP), is proposed. This system allows feedback 

between the high-level phase (musical symbols interpreta- 

tion) and the low-level phase (musical symbols recognition). 

SharpEye b                                 MIDI, MusicXML, NIFF 

PhotoScore c                              MIDI,   MusicXML,   NIFF,   PhotoScore, 

WAVE 

Capella-Scan d                         Capella, MIDI, MusicXML 

ScoreMaker e                            MusicXML 
f

The recognition module is carried out through object feature
 Vivaldi Scan Vivaldi, XML, MIDI

 

analysis and graphical primitive analysis, while the interpre- 

tation module is composed of music notation rules in order 

to reconstruct the music semantics. The system output is a 

graphical music-publishing file, like MIDI. No practical re- 

sults are known for this architecture’s implementation. 

Other procedures try to automatically synchronize sheet 

music scanned with a corresponding CD audio recording 

[56, 

27, 38] by using a matching between OMR algorithms and 

digital signal processing. Based on an automated mapping 

procedure, the authors identify scanned pages of music score 

by means of a given audio collection. Both scanned score and 

audio recording are turned into a common mid-level rep- 

resentation – chroma-based features, where the chroma cor- 

responds to the twelve traditional pitch classes of the equal- 

tempered scale – whose sequences are time-aligned using 

algorithms based on dynamic time warping (DTW). In the 

end, a combination of this alignment with OMR results is 

performed in order to connect spatial positions within audio 

recording to regions within scanned images. 

Audiveris g                                 MusicXML 

Gamera h                                     XML files 

a  http://www.musitek.com/ 
b  http://www.music-scanning.com/ 
c  http://www.neuratron.com/photoscore.htm 
d  http://www.capella-software.com/capella-scan.cfm 
e  http://www.music-notation.info/en/software/SCOREMAKER.html 
f   http://www.vivaldistudio.com/Eng/VivaldiScan.asp 
g  http://audiveris.kenai.com/ 
h  http://gamera.informatik.hsnr.de/ 

Table 2  The most relevant OMR software and programs. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
6 Available Datasets and Performance Evaluation 

 
There are some available datasets that can be used by OMR 

researchers to test the different steps of an OMR process- ing  

system.  Pinto  et  al.  [72]  made  available  the  code  and



  
 
 
 
 

the  database7  they  created  to  estimate  the  results  of  bina- 

rization procedures in the preprocessing stage. This database 

is composed of 65 handwritten scores, from 6 different au- 

thors. All the scores in the dataset were reduced to gray-level 

information. An average value for the best possible global 

threshold for each image was obtained using five different 

people. A subset of 10 scores was manually segmented to be 

used as ground truth for the evaluation procedure8. For global 

thresholding processes, the authors chose three differ- ent 

measures: Difference from Reference Threshold (DRT); 

Misclassification Error (ME); and comparison between re- 

sults of staff finder algorithms applied to each binarized im- 

age. For the adaptive binarization, two new error rates were 

included: the Missed Object Pixel rate and the False Object 

Pixel, dealing with loss in object pixels and excess noise, 

respectively. 

Three datasets are accessible to evaluate the algorithms 

for  staff  lines  detection  and  removal:  the  Synthetic  Score 

Database by Christoph Dalitz9, the CVC-MUSCIMA Data- 

base by Alicia Forns10  and the Handwritten Score Database 

by Jaime Cardoso11[17]. The first consists of 32 ideal music 

scores where different deformations were applied covering a 

wide range of music types and music fonts. The deforma- 

tions  and  the  ground  truth  information  for  these  syntactic 

images are accessible through the MusicStaves toolkit from 

the Gamera (Generalized Algorithms and Methods for En- 

hancement and Restoration of Archives) framework12. Dalitz 

et  al.  [26]  put  their  database  available  together  with  their 

source code. Three error metrics based on individual pixels, 

staff-segment  regions  and  staff  interruption  location  were 

created  to  measure  the  performance  of  the  algorithms  for 

staff  lines  removal.  The  CVC-MUSCIMA  Database  con- 

tains 1000 music sheets of the same 20 music scores which 

were written by 50 different musicians, using the same pen 

and the same kind of music paper with printed staff lines. The  

images  of  this  database  were  distorted  using  the  al- 

gorithms  from  Dalitz  et  al.  [26].  In  total,  the  dataset  has 

12000 images with ground truth for the staff removal task 

and for writer identification. The database created by Car- 

doso is comprised by 50 real scores with real positions of the 

staff lines and music symbols obtained manually. 

Two datasets are available to train a classifier for the mu- 

sic symbols recognition step. Desaedeleer [30]13, in his open 

source project to perform OMR, has created 15 classes of 
 

7   http://www.inescporto.pt/˜jsc/ReproducibleResearch.html. 
8   The process to create ground-truths is to binarize images by hand, 

cleaning all the noise and background, making sure nothing more than 

the objects remains. This process is extremely time-consuming and for 

this reason only 10 scores were chosen from the entire dataset. 
9   http://music-staves.sourceforge.net 

10   http://www.cvc.uab.es/cvcmuscima/. 

printed music symbols with a total of 725 objects. Rebelo et 

al. [83] have created a dataset with 14 classes of printed and 

handwritten music symbols, each of them with 2521 and 

3222 symbols, respectively14. 

As  already  mentioned  in  this  article,  there  are  several 

commercial OMR systems available15  and their recognition 

accuracy, as claimed by the distributor, is about 90 percent [6, 

51].  However,  this  is  not  a  reliable  value.  It  is  not  spec- 

ified  what  music  score  database  were  used  and  how  this 

value was estimated. The measurement and comparison in 

terms of performance of different OMR algorithms is an is- 

sue that has already been widely considered and discussed 

(e.g. [61, 6, 97, 51]). As referred in [6] the meaning of music 

recognition depends on the goal in mind. For instance, some 

applications aim to produce an audio record from a music 

score through document analysis, while others only want to 

transcode a score into interchange data formats. These dif- 

ferent objectives hinder the creation of a common method- 

ology to compare the results of an OMR process. Having a 

way of quantifying the achievement of OMR systems would 

be truly significant for the scientific community. On the one 

hand, by knowing the OMR’s accuracy rate, we can predict 

production costs and make decisions on the whole recogni- 

tion process. On the other hand, quantitative measures brings 

progress to the OMR field, thus making it a reference for re- 

searchers [6]. 

Jones et al. [51] address several important shortcomings 

to take into consideration when comparing different OMR 

systems: (1) each available commercial OMR systems has its 

own output interface – for instance, PhotoScore works with 

Sibelius, a music notation software – becoming very difficult 

to assess the performance of the OMR system alone, (2) the 

input images are not exactly the same, having differ- ences in 

input format, resolution and image-depth, (3) the input and 

output have different format representations – for instance 

.mus format is used in the Finale software and not in Sibelius 

software, and (4) the differences in the results can be induced 

by semantic errors. In order to measure the performance of 

the OMR systems, Jones et al. [51] also sug- gest an 

evaluation approach with the following aspects: (1) a 

standard dataset for OMR or a set of standard terminology is 

needed in order to objectively and automatically evaluate the 

entire music score recognition system, (2) a definition of a set 

of rules and metrics, encompassing the key points to be 

considered in the evaluation process, and (3) the definition of 

different ratios for each kind of error. 

Similarly, Bellini et al. [6] proposed two assessment 

mod- els focused on basic and composite symbols to 

measure the results  of  the  OMR  algorithms.  The  

motivation  for  these models was the result of opinions from 

copyists and OMR 

system builders. The former give much importance to details
11   The database is available upon request to the authors.                              
12   http://gamera.sourceforge.net. 
13   http://sourceforge.net/projects/openomr/. 

14   The database is available upon request to the authors. 
15   http://www.informatics.indiana.edu/donbyrd/OMRSystemsTable.html.



  
 
 
 
 

such as changes in primitive symbols or annotation symbols. 

The latter, in contrast with the copyists, give more relevance 

to  the  capability  of  the  system  to  recognize  the  most  

fre- quently used objects. The authors defined a set of metrics 

to count the recognized, missed and confused music symbols 

in order to reach the recognition rate of basic symbols. Fur- 

thermore, since a proper identification of a primitive symbol 

does not mean that its composition is correct, the character- 

ization of the relationships with other symbols is also anal- 

ysed. Therefore, a set of metrics has been defined to count 

categories of recognized, faulty and missed composite sym- 

bols. 

Szwoch [97] proposed a strategy to evaluate the result of 

an OMR process based on the comparison of MusicXML files 

from the music scores. One of the shortcomings of this 

methodology is in the output format of the application. Even 

though MusicXML is becoming more and more a standard 

music  interchange  format,  it  is  not  yet  used  in  all  music 

recognition software. Another concern is related to the com- 

parison between the MusicXML files. The same score can be 

correctly represented by different MusicXML codes, mak- 

ing the one-to-one comparison difficult. Miyao and Haral- ick 

[61] proposed data formats for primitive symbols, mu- sic 

symbols and hierarchical score representations. The au- thors 

stress that when using these specific configurations the 

researchers can objectively and automatically measure the 

symbol  extraction  results  and  the  final  music  output  from 

an OMR application. Hence, the primitive symbols must in- 

clude the size and position for each element, the music sym- 

bols must have the possible combinations of primitive sym- 

bols, and the hierarchical score representation must include 

the music interpretation. Notwithstanding, this is a difficult 

approach for comparisons between OMR software since the 

most  of  them  will  not  allow  the  implementation  of  these 

models in their algorithms. 
 
 
 

7 Open Issues and Future Trends 

 
This paper surveyed several techniques currently available in 

the OMR field. Fig. 8 summarizes the various approaches 

used in each stage of an OMR system. The most important 

open issues are related to 

 
–  the lack of robust methodologies to recognize handwrit- 

ten music scores, 

–  a  web-based  system  providing  broad  access  to  a  wide 

corpus of handwritten unpublished music encoded in dig- 

ital format, 

–  a  master  music  dataset  with  different  deformations  to 

test different OMR systems, 

–  and a framework with appropriate metrics to measure the 

accuracy of different OMR systems. 

7.1 Future trends 

 
This present survey unveiled three challenges that should be 

addressed in future work on OMR as applied to manuscript 

scores: preprocessing, staff detection and removal, and mu- 

sic symbols segmentation and recognition. 

Preprocessing. This is one of the first steps in an OMR 

system. Hence, it is potentially responsible for generating er- 

rors that can propagate to the next steps on the system. Sev- 

eral binarization methods often produce breaks in staff con- 

nections, making the detection of staff lines harder. These 

methods also increase the quantity of noise significantly (see 

Fig. 6 in Section 2). Back-to-front interference, poor paper 

quality or non-uniform lighting causes these problems. A so- 

lution was proposed in [72] (BLIST). Performing a binariza- 

tion process using prior knowledge about the content of the 

document can ensure better results, because this kind of pro- 

cedure conserves the information that is important to OMR. 

Moreover, the work proposed in [15] encourages the further 

research in using gray-level images rather than using binary 

images. Similarly, new possibilities exists for music score 

segmentation by exploiting the differences in the intensity of 

grey pixels of the ink and the intensity of grey pixels of the 

paper. 

Staff detection and removal. Some of the state-of-the- art 

algorithms are capable of performing staff line detection and 

removal with a good degree of success. Cardoso et al. [17] 

present a technique to overcome the existing problems in the 

staff lines of the music scores, by suggesting a graph- 

theoretic framework (see end of Section 3). The promising 

results promote the utilization and development of this tech- 

nique for staff line detection and removal in gray-level im- 

ages. In order to test the various methodologies in this step 

the  authors  suggest  to  the  researchers  the  participation  in 

the staff line removal competition which in 2011 was pro- 

moted by International Conference on Document Analysis 

and Recognition (ICDAR)16. 

Music symbols segmentation and recognition. A mu- 

sical document has a bidimensional structure in which staff 

lines are superimposed with several combined symbols or- 

ganized around the noteheads. This imposes a high level of 

complexity  in  the  music  symbols  segmentation  which  be- 

comes even more challenging in handwritten music scores 

due to the wider variability of the objects. For printed music 

documents, a good methodology was proposed in [89]. The 

algorithm architecture consists in detecting the isolated ob- 

jects and computing recognition hypotheses for each of the 

symbols. A final decision about the object is taken based on 

contextual information and music writing rules. Rebelo et al. 

[84] are implementing this propitious technique for hand- 

written music scores. The authors proposed to use the nat- 

ural existing dependency between music symbols to extract 
 

16   http://www.cvc.uab.es/cvcmuscima/competition/.



  
 
 
 
 

them. For instance, beams connect eighth notes or smaller 

rhythmic values and accidentals are placed before a note- 

head and at the same height. As a future trend, they discuss 

the importance of using global constraints to improve the re- 

sults in the extraction of symbols. Errors associated to miss- 

ing symbols, symbols confusion and falsely detected sym- 

bols can be mitigated, e.g., by querying if the detected sym- 

bols’ durations amount to the value of the time signature on 

each bar. The inclusion of prior knowledge of syntactic and 

semantic musical rules may help the extraction of the hand- 

written music symbols and consequently it can also lead to 

better results in the future. 

An important issue that could also be addressed is the role  

of  the  user  in  the  process.  An  automatic  OMR  sys- tem 

capable of recognizing handwritten music scores with high 

robustness and precision seems to be a goal difficult to 

achieve. Hence, interactive OMR systems may be a realistic 

and practical solution to this problem. MacMillan et al. [59] 

adopted a learning-based approach in which the process im- 

proves its results through experts users. The same idea of 

active learning was suggested by Fujinaga [40] in which a 

method to learn new music symbols and handwritten music 

notations based on the combination of a k-nearest neighbor 

classifier with a genetic algorithm was proposed. 

An interesting application of OMR concerns to online 

recognition, which allows an automatic conversion of text as 

it is written on a special digital device. Taking into con- 

sideration  the  current  proliferation  of  small  electronic  de- 

vices with increasing computation power, such as tablets and 

smartphones, it may be usefully the exploration of such fea- 

tures applied on OMR. Besides, composers prefer the cre- 

ativity which can only be entirely achieved without restric- 

tions. This implies total freedom of use, not only of OMR 

softwares, but also paper where they can write their music. 

Hence, algorithms for OMR are still necessary. 
 
 

8 Conclusion 

 
Over the last decades, substantial research was done in the 

development of systems that are able to optically recognize 

and  understand  musical  scores.  An  overview  through  the 

number of articles produced during the past 40 years in the 

field of Optical Music Recognition, makes us aware of the 

clear increase in research in this area. The progress of in the 

field spans many areas of computer science: from image pro- 

cessing to graphic representation; from pattern recognition to 

knowledge representation; from probabilistic encodings to 

error detection and correction. OMR is thus an important and 

complex field where knowledge from several fields in- 

tersects. 

An  effective  and  robust  OMR  system  for  printed  and 

handwritten music scores can provide several advantages to 

the scientific community: (1) an automated and time-saving 

input method to transform paper-based music scores into a 

machine-readable  symbolic  format  for  several  music  soft- 

wares,  (2)  enable  translations,  for  instance  to  Braille  no- 

tations,  (3)  better  access  to  music,  (4)  new  functionalities 

and  capabilities  with  interactive  multimedia  technologies, 

for  instance  association  of  scores  and  video  excerpts,  (5) 

playback, musical analysis, reprinting, editing, and digital 

archiving, and (6) preservation of cultural heritage [51]. 

In  this  article,  we  presented  a  survey  on  several  tech- 

niques  employed  in  OMR  that  can  be  used  in  processing 

printed and handwritten music scores. We also presented an 

evaluation of current state-of-the-art algorithms as applied to 

handwritten scores. The challenges faced by OMR sys- tems 

dedicated to handwritten music scores were identified, and 

some approaches for improving such systems were pre- 

sented and suggested for future development. This survey 

thus aims to be a reference scheme for any researcher want- 

ing to compare new OMR algorithms against well-known 

ones and provide guidelines for further development in the 

field. 
.



 

 

OMR system 

 
 
 

Preprocessing Music Symbol Recognition Musical Notation Recognition Final Representation Construction

 

 
 
 
 

–  Enhancement: [45]. 
–  Binarization: 

e.g. [41, 45, 64, 34, 17, 98]. 
–  Noise removal: 

e.g. [41, 45, 96, 98]. 
–  Blurring: [45]. 
–  De-skewing [41, 45, 64, 34, 

98]. 
–  Morphological opera- 

tions: [45]. 

Staff Line Detection and Removal 

 
 
 
 

 
–  Horizontal projection: [41], 

[79]. 
–  Hough Transform: [62]. 
–  Line Adjacency Graph: [18]. 
–  Combination of projection 

techniques: [2], [5], [89], [7]. 
–  Grouping of vertical 

columns: [85]. 
–  Classification of thin horizon- 

tal line segments: [60]. 
–  Line tracing: [73, 88, 98]. 
–  Methods for linking staff 

segments: [63, 95, 32]. 
–  Dash detector: [57]. 
–  Graph-theoretic frame- 

work: [82, 16, 17]. 

Symbol Segmenta- 
tion and Recognition 

 
 
 
 

 
–  Descriptors: [60]. 
–  Line Adjacency Graph: [18], 

[28], [85]. 
–  Projections: [41], [5], [7], [98]. 
–  Graphs: [79]. 
–  Template Matching: [62], [89], 

[100], [45]. 
–  Grammar: [21], [2]. 
–  Hidden Markov Models: [76]. 
–  Mathematical morphological 

approach: [68], [34]. 
–  Statistical moments: [99]. 
–  Connected compo- 

nents: [83, 98]. 
–  SVMs, NNs and KNNs: [83]. 
–  Boosted Blurred Shape 

Model: [35]. 
–  Decision 

trees&clustering: [48]. 
–  KNNs, Mahalanobis distance 

and Fisher discriminant: [98]. 

 
–  Grammar: [74], [73], [24], [4], 

[85], [7]. 
–  Fusion of musical rules and 

heuristics: [28], [68], [31], 
[89]. 

–  Abductive Constraint Logic 
Programming: [33]. 

–  OMR-Audio mapping: [56], 
[27], [38]. 

 
–  MIDI: [68, 33, 31, 64, 43, 20, 

98]. 
–  GUIDO: [31, 96, 20]. 
–  MusicXML: [55, 97]. 
–  Lilypond: [98] 
–  . . .

 
Fig. 8  Summary of the most used techniques in an OMR system.
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